A new challenge to quantitative finance after the recent financial crisis is the study of credit valuation adjustment (CVA), which requires modeling of the future values of a portfolio. In this paper, following recent work in [2, 3], we apply deep learning to attack this problem. The future values are parameterized by neural networks, and the parameters are then determined through optimization. Two concrete products are studied: Bermudan swaption and Mark-to-Market cross-currency swap. We obtain their expected positive/negative exposures, and further study the resulting functional form of future values. Such an approach represents a new framework for modeling XVA, and it also sheds new lights on other methods like American Monte Carlo.
Introduction
The 2008 financial crisis has brought to central stage counterparty credit risk. Thereafter it has become a crucial task for banks to evaluate the Credit Valuation Adjustment (CVA), or more broadly XVA, including in addition Debit Valuation Adjustment(DVA), Funding Value Adjustment (FVA), Margin Value Adjustment (MVA) etc. The key concept for XVA is the future value of a portfolio. Henceforth, in addition to time-zero price, we now need to model the distribution of prices in the future. Furthermore for collateralized trades, we need to model the joint distribution of prices at different times in the future. For MVA, we need to model derivatives of future values (future greeks).
In fact, in the (time-zero) pricing of products with early exercise features, e.g. Bermudan swaptions, one already faces the problem of obtaining prices at future time points: the holding values at the exercise dates. This points to the close relationship between XVA and callable products. For callable products, while partial differntial equations (PDE) and tree methods work well in low dimensions, when dimension becomes high, e.g. for Libor Market Model, the only resort is still the Monte Carlo method.
To draw inspiration, let us examine more closely the use of Monte Carlo method for callable products. It is clear that conventional Monte Carlo method does not work here, since each future value requires a separate Monte Carlo pricer, and such nested Monte Carlo method is too costly. The so-called American Monte Carlo (AMC) is used instead [1] . To proceed, one starts with the seemingly obvious observation that future value is determined by the information available till that date. More formally, future value is the conditional expectation value filtered on information available at the corresponding time in the future. The direct consequence of this observation is that future value is a function of the historical time series of all the risk factors on a single Monte Carlo path. Without any barrier or Asian feature, it is further simplified that future value is simply a function of all the risk factors on that particular date and for that particular path. That is, for all the risk factors X i with i = 1, · · · , d , the future value is a function of these d-variables: V (T n ) = f (X 1 (T n ) , · · · , X d (T n )). Note that this function is generally highly nonlinear, and it is defined in high dimensions.
One way to determine such a function is through AMC, which proceeds with the further observations that (1) given a Monte Carlo path for the whole life of the trade, one can obtain the trade value at a given date for the particular path from discounted cash-flows; (2) the value thus obtained represents a sampling of the unknown function f (X 1 , · · · , X d ). This way one can obtain a large number of samplings for a single function, and statistical methods can then be used to infer this function. In practice, linear regression is usually used due to its efficiency. The linear regression method assumes fair amount of prior knowledge of the problem at hand, in the form of basis functions. And the performance of this method depends crucially on the intelligent choice of these base functions. For example the prices of the more liquid products that are used to hedge this product are usually included in the set of base functions.
Here we explore the possibility of determining the functional form of the future value without using as much prior knowledge of the products. More concretely we seek to to find a "universal approximator" for the high dimensional, non-linear function f (X 1 , · · · , X d ). We follow closely the seminal work of WeiNan E and collaborators (see [2, 3] ) to use neural network (NN) as such a "universal approximator". This approach is largely inspired by recent success in applying NN to various areas such as computer vision, speech recognition, machine translation, playing board games and medical diagnosis (see [4, 5, 6, 7] ). Two attractive features of the neural network are (1) the power to represent high-dimensional non-linear functions [8, 9] , (2) the easiness to determine the involved parameters using efficient optimization algorithms [10] .
NN approach has been applied to CVA in [11] using a dual formulation of stochastic control problems, and to time-zero pricing of Bermudan swaption using Libor-Market Model in [12] . A new algorithm has been proposed in [13] to directly parameterize the future value with NN, exploring the power of automatic differentiation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the basic concepts of CVA/DVA, and then lay out the neural network approach to model future values and compute CVA/DVA. In section 3 and 4, two concrete products, i.e. Bermudan swaptions and Mark-to-Market cross currency swaps, are studied. Their EPE/ENE are computed and the functional form of future values are studied. In section 5, we summarize our approach, and comment on future directions.
The formalism

CVA/DVA
CVA and DVA are the risk-neutral prices of counterparty risk. They are defined as (see e.g. [14, 15] ):
with discount factor D (0, t), future value of the portfolio V (t), recovery rate R C and R B , default time τ C and τ B for the counterparty (C) and bank (B).
The indicator functions represent the conditions that counterparty/bank defaults in the time interval [t, t + dt). The expectation is taken under risk-neutral measure conditioned on information at time zero, i.e. valuation time.
Under the assumption that default events and future prices are independent, CVA/DVA can be separated into the market part and credit part:
3)
The credit part is encoded in the recovery rates R C/B and default probabilities dP r C (t) ≡ P r (t ≤ τ C < t + dt), and dP r B (t) ≡ P r (t ≤ τ B < t + dt). The market part is encoded in the expected positive exposure (EPE) and expected negative exposure (ENE):
Note that EPE represents a call option on the portfolio with strike zero, and ENE a put option. In this paper, we will focus on EPE and ENE, which involve the modeling of future values V (t).
Neural network for future values
We invoke deep learning to model future values. In this subsection we outline the formulation of the problem. While the approach of [2, 3] starts with PDE, and then converts them to backward stochastic differential equations (BSDE [16, 17, 18] ), we find it more convenient to start direcly in the framework of BSDE. We start with the risk factor dynamics. We consider d risk factors X i with i = 1, · · · , d (think for example the Libor forward rates), and
. Their dynamics reads:
with the correlation < dW j (t) , dW k (t) >= ρ jk dt, and j, k = 1, · · · , K from a K dimensional Brownian motion. Consider then the future value V (t), which is defined as the conditional expectation filtered on information available at time t:
with cashflow CF and numeraire B. The natural variable for BSDE of future value is the relative value to the numeraire B (t), i.e.Ṽ (t) ≡ V (t) /B (t), since it is a martingale under the corresponding measure. The resulting dynamics involves no drift but only diffusion:
If needed, one can then obtain the BSDE for V (t) from the above equation. Of central importance is the unknown vector function ∂Ṽ ∂Xi (t, X t ), which in financial terms represents Delta for the corresponding risk factors. We discretize the time direction. At a given time step T n , each Delta is a function of all the risk factors at T n : 10) where the functional form f
is unkown. The insight of [2, 3] is to parameterize this function by a neural network: 11) and then obtain the functional form through optimization. Consider a fully-connected neural network, which is formed by repeatedly applying two simple operations:
• linear combination of all input variables, i.e. z j = i w ji x i .
• nonlinear mapping of a single variable, i.e. y j = φ (z j ), where φ (z) can be tanh (z), max {z, 0} (relu), 1/ (1 + e −z ) (sigmoid).
We can compare the neural network representation of a function with that of a polynomial representation: the crucial difference is that neural network can have multiple layers. With enough layers, the neural network can essentially represent arbitrarily complicated non-linear functions. The power of this approach really comes from the existence of a fast optimization algorithm [10] .
Once the functional forms of the Delta's are given, the evolution of the discounted future values is determined:
In addition, when there are cashflows or option exercises, the portfolio values can jump. We use T ± n to represent times immediately after and before date T n . At the cashflow dates, one has the jump condition:
At the option exercise dates, one has the jump condition:
where U n (T n ) denotes the exercise value. Note the asymmetry in time for the option exercise condition: given the exercise value U n (T n ), we can determine
. Mathematically it is because the max function does not have an inverse function. Financially it is because fair values are determined by expectations of the future. The consequence is that for products involving early exercise, one has to evolve the portfolio value backward in time:
This applies to all formalisms including PDE, trees, AMC, and also NN method (see [12] ).
Given the equations governing the evolution of future value, to obtain its full history, we still need the boundary conditions. The final condition is that right after the maturity date T N , the portfolio value should be zero:
The initial condition is unknown, and will be parameterized and obtained through optimization. We parameterize the initial value V (0) = V 0 , and the initial Delta's 
with a normalization factor A, e.g. number of paths. If forward induction is used, we can use the deviation at the maturity date, i.e. T M = T N , where V target = 0. If backward induction is used, e.g. with early exercise, we can use the deviation at the valuation date T M = T 0 , where
With the constructed loss function, one applies optimization to train the neural network. We use Adam optimization algorithm [19] , which has been widely adopted for recent deep learning applications in computer vision and natural language processing.
Exposure calculation
Once the future values are known, the EPE and ENE can be computed from Eq.(2.5) and (2.6). As we already have the Monte Carlo set up, this step is relatively straightforward for linear products. We evolve the future values one more time with the already trained parameters, and in this process, compute EPE and ENE according to Eq.(2.5) and (2.6).
The exposure calculation for options is more involved. We still evolve the future values one more time with the trained parameters, but in this process, we also need to keep track of the exercise time τ p for each Monte Carlo path ω p . If the option has not been exercised, the portfolio value is the value of the option. If the option has been exercised, there are two different cases that need to be treated separately: for cash-settled option, the portfolio value is zero; for physically-settled option, the portfolio value is the value of the underlying. To summarize, one has
0 for τ p ≤ t and cash-settled, V underlying (t, X p ) for τ p ≤ t and physically-settled. (2.18) 3 Bermudan Swaption
The algorithm
As a concrete example, we consider in this section Bermudan swaption. A Bermudan swaption is an option to enter into a swap contract on a given set of dates (exercise dates). For simplicity, we consider the cash-settled case, for which the exposure vanishes after the option is exercised. The calculation of the exposure of a Bermudan swaption involves three stages. The first stage (pretraining) uses forward induction to generate all quantities that do not require knowledge of the neural network. In this stage, the following operations are carried out:
• Forward evolve the risk factors, and store them in a tensor X ipn , with dimension index i, path index p, and time index n.
• Compute the exercise values, and store them in a tensor U pm , with path index p, time index m, where T m represent the exercise dates.
The second stage is to construct and train the neural network, which uses backward induction. In this stage, the following operations are carried out: • Build the neural network. At each time step T n , construct a neural network for the Delta's, i.e.
∂V
∂Xi ≡ Z i . Each neural network is in the form of a function that maps a vector X pn ≡ (X 1pn , · · · , X dpn ) to a vector
• Backward induction. Evolve the future value according to the diffusion equation (2.15) in backward form and the jump condition (2.14) for early exercise. The results are stored in a tensor V pn , with path index p, and time index n.
• Construct the loss function from V pn . The loss function is of the form
• Train the neural network, using for example the Adam optimizer.
• Store the future values in the last run in a tensor V pn . In addition, for the exposure calculation, we also need to extract the exercise indicator η pm at each exercise date T m for each path ω p , where
The third stage (post-training) is to use the stored future values and exercise indicators to compute the exposure. The following operations are carried out:
• Forward induction. The purpose is to obtain an indicator at each credit time T n to represent whether the option has been exercised on this path. This can be achieved by simply multiplying all the stored exercise indicators before T n , i.e.η pn = m<n η pm . Hereη pn = 0 if the option has been exercised before time T n , andη pn = 1 otherwise.
• Averaging. EPE/ENE at each credit date is obtained by averaging the positive/negative part of the future value for paths where the option has not been exercised:
Hull-White one factor model
The above algorithm is quite general, and applies to different models. Below we present a concrete example using Hull-White one factor model. The advantage of a one-factor model is that one can easily visualize the resulting functional form of the future value. We follow the notation of [20] . The short rate can be written as r (t) = x (t) + f (0, t), with the initial forward rate f (0, t), and the stochastic part
with x(0) = 0, and
Here the mean-reversion speed κ is set to be a constant, while the volatility σ r (t) retains term structure. With a single risk factor x(t), the neural network is in a simple form. For example, with 2 hidden layers, it reads explicitly
at a given time T n , with the parameters w We consider a sample trade of cash-settled Bermudan swaption, which can be exercised semi-annually starting from 1.5 years to 3.5 years. The underlying is a standard fixed-for-floating swap indexed to 3M Libor rate, with notional 10000, and fixed rate 0.028. For the Hull-White model, the mean-reversion parameter is chosen to be κ = 0.01, and the model is calibrated to market data on 1/18/2018. We choose a fully connected neural network with 2 hidden layers andd = 10. The EPE and ENE results are shown in Figure 3 .1. ENE vanishes as the portfolio value is never negative. EPE decreases with time, displays jumps at the exercise dates, and has a convex envelope function, as the exposure on the path vanishes if the option gets exercised. We can see from the evolution of the loss function with training that the optimization procedure converges with around 500 training steps.
We further show in Figures (3. 2), and (3.3) the evolution of the future values with training at two exercise dates. For comparison, the exercise values are displayed. The exercise value U n (x) does not depend on the neural network, and hence does not change with training. It is a linear function of x. The functional form of the portfolio value V n (x) evolves with training. As we started with the randomly chosen parameters V 0 , Z
, V n (x) starts out quite noisy. As training proceeds, V n (x) converges to a smooth function at about 500 training steps. The resulting function increases monotonically with x, and interpolates between the x-axis and the exercise value. Such a functional form is typical for an option price: when the interest rate is high, the underlying swap is deep in the money, the swaption will be exercised, and the swaption value will approach the exercise value; when the interest rate is low, the swap is deep out of the money, and the swaption will not be exercised, and the swaption value will be close to zero.
We can fit the resulting function to a Bachelier-type option price formula:
where Φ (·) is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function, and φ (·) the corresponding probability density function. As x → ∞, V Bach (x) → A (x − c). So A basically corresponds to the slope of the exercise value, and c its intersection with x-axis. s represents an effective volatility, and larger s gives more rounded interpolation between the x-axis and the exercise value. The results are shown in Figure 3 .4. Being able to visualize the functional form of the future value can shed new light on other approaches. For AMC, a difficulty is the choice of basis functions. As the future value of Bermudan swaption is of the form of an option price, while the exercise value is essentially linear, merely using powers of the exercise value as basis functions seems not an optimal choice, and related European option prices should also be included. Furthermore, with the known functional form of the future value, one can try to replace the linear regression step in AMC by directly fitting the inferred function, e.g. Bachelier-type formula for Bermudan swaption. Note that it is important to constrain the parameters to be in the financially meaningful regimes when carrying out the fitting, as the result is a local minimum, and not a global minimum. The advantage of the neural network approach lies in its easiness to generalize to high dimensions, i.e. multi-factor models. In this section, we consider as example a Mark-to-Market (MtM) cross-currency (XCCY) swap. The exposure of cross-currency swap involves risk factors from multiple asset classes, i.e. interest rate (IR) and foreign exchange (FX), hence it serves as a prototype for cross-asset CVA modeling. In addition, MtM swaps reset the notional periodically. Consequently in general their future values do not have analytic expressions, and they serve as testing ground for the neural network method.
MtM cross-currency swap
The model
We consider the correlated dynamics of both IR and FX rates. The IR short rates are again decomposed into the initial curve part and the stochastic part: r i (t) = x i (t)+f i (0, t). Under the domestic risk-neutral measure, the risk factor evolution is as follows:
with < dW i (t) , dW j (t) >= ρ ij dt, where i, j = 0, · · · , 2N , and N is the number of foreign currencies. Note that the ρση cross term comes from change of mea- sure from the foreign risk-neutral measure to the domestic risk-neutral measure.
In the domestic risk-neutral measure, the numeraire is B (t) = exp t 0 r 0 (u) du . To set the stage, we consider first a standard XCCY swap with one floating leg in domestic currency and one fixed leg in foreign currency. Standard XCCY swaps are linear products, and their future values can be determined analytically from the information available at credit time t. The future value of the fixed leg is 4) with notional N f , fixed coupon rate K n , day counting for each accrual period τ n , the foreign exchange rate S (t), and the discount factor P D t, T P n from t to future payment time T P n . The future value of the floating leg is
with multiplier α n , spread β n , and the forward rate L n (t). There are typically notional exchanges at maturity, which can be included by replacing K n τ n → 1 + K n τ n , and β n τ n → 1 + β n τ n for the last period. The story is quite different for cross-currency swaps with MtM legs. MtM XCCY swaps reset the notional at the beginning of each accural period. The MtM leg includes two payments: (1) notional payment:
rate payment: N f S (T n ) L n τ n , which in addition to having a floating rate L n , effectively also has a stochastic notional N f S (T n ). Hence the future value of the MtM leg is
One can see that the future value of MtM leg depends on the FX rates at all future reset times, i.e. S (T n ), which are unknown at time t. No analytical expression for the future value of a MtM XCCY swap with correlated factors is currently known. One can consider a proxy model. Assuming the decoupling of the IR part and the FX part, the expectation value of the FX rates then can be computed directly using the relation
with the domestic and foreign discount factors P d (t, T n ) , P f (t, T n ). Such a proxy method produces an analytic expression for the future value, but fails to capture the convexity adjustment due to the cross-asset correlation.
Neural network approach
We will attack this problem in the NN approach. Let us start by formulating the problem in the BSDE framework. Consider a XCCY swap with one MtM leg and one floating leg. The future value is V XCCY (t) = V mtm (t) − V f lt (t). In the domestic risk-neutral measure, it grows with rate r 0 (t), and hence follows the BSDE:
Here we group the risk factors in a vector X ≡ (x 0 , x 1 , ln S), and the corresponding volatilities in a vector σ ≡ (σ 0 , σ 1 , η 1 ). We also include the jump condition at the cashflow dates 9) and the boundary condition at maturity
We observe that while the cashflow CF (T n ) is fully determined by information available at time T n , the Delta's ∂VXCCY ∂Xi (t, X t ) depend on information beyond time t, in particular the future FX rates. We proceed by parameterizing the Delta's of the future value by fully connected neural networks:
Below we present the algorithm for the exposure calculation in the NN approach. First stage (pre-training):
• Forward evolve the risk factors, and store them in a tensor X ipn , with dimension index i, path index p, and time index n. Second stage:
• Build the neural network. At each time step, construct a neural network for the Delta's, i.e.
∂VXCCY ∂Xi
≡ Z i .
• Forward induction. Evolve the future value according to the diffusion equation (4.8) in forward form and the jump condition (4.9) for cashflow. The results are stored in a tensor V pn , with path index p, and time index n.
• Train the neural network.
Third stage (post-training):
• Averaging. Compute EPE/ENE at each credit date by averaging the positive/negative part of the future values.
Since no early exercise is involved in the current problem, we use forward induction to evolve the future value. The exposure calculation is also more straightforward.
We consider a MtM XCCY swap with currency pair CAD/USD, maturity 0.83 year, quarterly paid and reset. The initial FX rate is 0.76. The HullWhite model has mean-reversion κ = 0.01 for both currencies, and flat yield curve f USD (0, t) = 0.01, f CAD (0, t) = 0.02. The correlation parameters are: ρ USD,CAD = 0.149, ρ USD,CAD/USD = 0.139, ρ CAD,CAD/USD = 0.676. We choose The resulting EPE and ENE for several different parameter sets of volatilities are shown in Figure 4 .1. One can see that when the volatilities are small, the exposure vanishes at the MtM dates. The practice of Mark-to-Market reduces the long-term risk to short term (here three months). As the volatilities increase, the exposure on those dates increases to finite values. We further compare in Figure 4 .2 the results from NN approach with those from the proxy method where cross-asset correlation is ignored. We note that proxy method always gives vanishing exposure at the MtM dates, and the NN approach properly captures the convexity adjustment missing in the proxy method. While such effects are mild in normal conditions, they can become significant in stress conditions.
We then study the functional form of future values. To have an intuitive understanding of the functional form, we try to visualize it. While it is easy to visualize the function for a single risk factor, it is more involved for multiple risk factors. As FX rate is the dominant risk factor, we study the functional relation between future value and FX rate. We present two types of plots here. The first type plots (ln S, V ) for random (x 0 , x 1 ) as obtained from the simulation paths. The second type plots (ln S, V ) projected to given x 0 , x 1 . The projection is carried out using k-nearest neighbor regression, which is a non-parametric method without assuming any particular relationship among the different variables.
The results for two sets of volatility parameters are shown in Figures 4.3,  4 .4, 4.5 and 4.6. When the IR volatilies are small (here σ 0 = σ 1 = 0.001, and η 1 = 0.2), the dynamics is dominated by the FX part, and the problem is essentially one dimensional. Consequently (ln S, V ) pairs converge to onedimensional lines in both plots. When both IR and FX volatilities are large (here σ 0 = σ 1 = 0.2, and η 1 = 1), the problem is intrinsically high dimensional. In the random-x plot, (ln S, V ) pairs still form two dimensional areas after training. Such broadening effect (analogous to self-energy effect in physics) signals the important role played by IR rates in determining the functional form of future value. In the projected-x plot, (ln S, V ) pairs converge to one-dimensional curves. These projected curves give a glimpse of the high dimensional function V XCCY (x 0 , x 1 , S).
We examine further the resulting functional dependence of future value on the FX rate S. In the proxy method, future value is linear in S. For the NN approach, to see the effect of convexity adjustment, we fit the future value to a quadratic function of S (see Figure 4 .7). We consider (S, V ) pairs projected to given x 0 , x 1 . From the fitted coefficients (in particular the ratio a/b), one can see that convexity effect clearly exists for both small and large volatilities, though the effect is less visible for small volatilities.
Conclusions
We have explored a new approach to model the future value and compute CVA/DVA, employing neural network as a universal approximator. The core idea is common in artificial intelligence: to convert a complicated problem to a search problem. For the present approach, it can be summarized as parameterize and optimize. The gradients of the future values are parameterized by neural network, and then efficient optimization algorithms are used to determine the involved parameters. Immediate future directions include (1) generalizing the models to cover more risk factors, e.g. using Libor-market model ( [12] ), (2) exploring different ways of parameterization, e.g. directly parameterizing the future values ( [13] ), (3) exploring different types of neural networks, e.g. convolutional neural network (CNN [21] ), generative adversarial network (GAN [22] ), (4) using this approach to model future greeks and compute MVA.
The idea of randomization is crucial here. In some sense, the present approach is a natural generalization of American Monte Carlo. As the NN approach is more general, and does not assume prior knowledge as in AMC, it can not compete with AMC in speed. We regard this approach as first a benchmark model for AMC. What is more interesting is to combine the two approaches to form a new strategy for exotics/XVA modeling, which takes two steps: (1) use the NN method to infer the functional form of future values for each class of products, (2) then use the learned knowledge to compute the future values in a faster method like AMC or its variant. The NN step is run infrequently, and hence requirement on its speed is not stringent. The AMC step is spared of expert input. We regard this approach as a more practical way of applying deeping learning to security pricing.
